Neural tube defects

Sir,

I read the correspondence from Drs Field and Kerr with interest. We studied some neural tube defect (NTD) affected sib pairs from the USA and analysed them with reference to the concordance of a specific NTD in the second affected sib. I applied the same analysis to these Australian data and made the following observations. If all affected sib pairs are pooled there is a highly significant relationship between the specific NTD in the first and next affected child. Using the Mantel-Haenszel test, \(T\) lies between 2.87 and 3.11 and \(p\) between 0.0018 and 0.0040. In fact only one to three sib pairs are non-concordant for the same NTD. When the group is separated by the sex of the first affected child, the probability of concordance remains significant if the first affected is male (\(p = 0.0145\) by Fisher’s exact test), but not when the first affected child is female (\(p = 0.0726\)).

These data are similar to ours and this analysis supports the suggestion that NTD in affected females has a stronger environmental influence than that in males. (One might suspect that the recurrence risk will differ accordingly.) The distribution of NTDs in a second child, spina bifida versus anencephaly, is not always equal for both defects, as often stated.

I cannot comment on season and interval as this information is not available on our patients.
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Proximal 15q monosomy

Sir,

Having seen the letter from Dr Arabella Smith highlighting the problem of incomplete searching of the literature in the correlation of cytogenetic case reports, I was interested to read her report of a case in which the deletion of chromosomes 15pter→q13 and 10q26→qter resulted from a reciprocal translocation.

In this paper she cites only one similar case of 15q monosomy and concluded that “more cases are needed before a proximal 15q syndrome can be delineated”. However, I know of 12 further previously published reports involving a translocation, with monosomy ranging from 15pter→q11 to 15pter→q21, and two with an interstitial deletion of the proximal long arm of chromosome 15 (reviewed by Duckett and Roberts). Because of some variation in the degree of loss of 15 material and, more significantly, the association with other chromosomal imbalance, we were unable to correlate specific phenotypic abnormalities in all cases with this type of partial monosomy 15. We did, however, note that four of these reports, together with another unpublished case, were associated with Prader-Willi syndrome, and drew attention to the proposal in one of them that deletion of 15q11→q13 causes Prader-Willi syndrome. I am currently aware of 10 cases involving a detectable deletion of at least the proximal portion of 15q which are associated with Prader-Willi syndrome (Duckett et al, in preparation).

Further, Smith and den Dulk quote a book published in 1977 as evidence of the absence of 10q. This approach would seem to be unacceptable in this type of report. While I have not made a literature search of cases with monosomy of the distal long arm of chromosome 10, two such publications are cited in Borgaonkar.

Finally, Smith and den Dulk suggest in their report that the most likely explanation of the 45,X,Y,−10,−15,+t(10;15)(q26;q13) karyotype found in peripheral blood of the proband is a de novo balanced reciprocal translocation with post-zygotic loss of the smaller translocation product, the balanced karyotype possibly still being present in other tissues and perhaps having accounted for the mental retardation and phenotype. I consider that a more probable explanation of the karyotype would be a de novo 3:1 meiotic disjunction of the tertiary monosomic form in a parental germ cell, as proposed by Lindenbaum and Bobrow. This theory is supported by (1) the absence of mosaicism in the peripheral blood and (2) the nature of this reciprocal translocation which would be predisposed to a 3:1 disjunction.
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